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No interruption of the cool chain during the loading and 

unloading of the cooling trucks

More and more loading docks are equipped in a way to make the 

opening of the trucks doors possible after the truck docked at the 

loading bay first and from the inside of the building instead of forcing 

the truckdriver to open it on the yard.

This can be achieved through the following 2 solutions:

1. The dockleveller can be installed inclined.
The truck doors can be opened above the docklevellers to the 
interior of the building.

2.    The ramp surface has clearances on the sides of about ca. 300 to 
400 mm deeper.

To safeguard insulated loading bays you need to use bumper systems,

wheel guides and traffic lights. 

I  Target
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II Possible Solutions: Version 1
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II Possible Solutions: Version 2
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III How to achieve THE solution

Definitions:

TS                 Nani Loading House

A-TAD Inflatable Nani-Dockshelter, 3-sided

A-TAD-U Inflatable Nani-Dockshelter, 4-sided

AHB Nani-Crash Guard, hydraulic

EFH Nani-Whel guides

SE-Tor Nani-Sectionaldoor

ÜLB Nani-Dockleveller with lip 1000 mm, 

Type VB 10
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No truck – Green traffic light. 
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The truck arrives and activates the 
light sensor.

Traffic light is RED and control gets 
acitvated.

 
The Crash Guard gets lowered down. 

The inflatable dockshelter gets 
activated. 
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The sectional door gets opened. 

The truck doors get opened.
 

The dockleveller is put into 
position. 
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The loading is finished.
Wheelchock removed.

Truck drives away and Crash 
Guard moves automatically into 

safety position. 
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IV Operation Sequence 

1. The loading dock is closed

No truck in loading position, Dockleveller (Type VB 10) in zero 

position, door closed, Crash Guard (AHB) in safety position, 

Dockshelter (Type A-TAD-U) not inflated.

 

-Exterior Traffic Light „Green“

2. Truck arrives, docks at the loading bay and is detected by a 

sensor that activates the whole dock system

- Exterior Traffic Light „Red“   after 20 Seconds    „Red - blinking“
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IV Operation Sequence 

3. Truck driver safeguards the truck by using the wheelchock

- Exterior Traffic Light „Red“

The Crash Guard will be lowered via push-button upto the loading 

position.

The sectional door is opened and the inflatable dockshelter will be inflated 

automatically. The door opens up with a time delay.

The truck backdoors get opened into the inner loading area and get 

secured.

The dockleveller is moved into the loading position. The leveller lip is 

extended and the fourth side of the dockshelter gets inflated

4. Loading takes place

- Exterior Traffic Light „Red“
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IV Operation Sequence 

5. The loading/ unloading is completed

The operators moves the dockleveller into the position zero.

Before the dockleveller lifts with a time delay, the fourth side 
of the dockshelter gets deflated automatically.

After reaching the position zero for the loading bay, the back 
doors of the truck can be closed.

The sectional door gets closed and with a time delay the 
whole dockshelter gets deflated. 

- Exterior Traffic Light „Red - blinking“   (Advice: Wheel chock is still 
in position)

6. Removement of the wheel chock

- Exterior Traffic Light „Green“

7. The trucks drives out of the loading bay and the Crash Guard 
moves automatically into the safety position.
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The truck docks at the loading dock.
Cooling vehicle is still closed.

Loading dock before the 
docking
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The truck is activates the light sensor.
Traffic light is RED and the control is activated automatically.
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The control lamp signalizes that the truck is ready for loading.
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The Crash Guard will be lowered down.
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The sectional door gets opened. 
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The truck doors get opened. 
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The dockleveller is put ionto position. 
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The Air Dehumidifier is located abvove the door of the 
coldstore to prevent an icing in the loading area. 
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Loading takes place.
Exterior traffic light shows red.
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The truck doors get closed 
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Loading is finished 
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Traffic light is green 
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The truck can leave 
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